Week 31, Sunday 26 July - Saturday 2 August, 2015

Program Guide
Week 31
Sunday July 26th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Tour de France 2015 Daily Update - The latest news and updates of on all of the action
from the 2015 Tour de France. (Cycling) CC

7:30 am

2018 FIFA World Cup Preliminary Draw - The eyes of the footballing world will be on St.
Petersburg when the 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia Preliminary Draw, the first major KickOff Event ahead of the tournament itself, takes place. The ceremony will be held at the
historic Konstantin Palace, a bastion of Russia's rich cultural tradition. Guests from around
the world will convene at the palace, which is located on the coast of the Gulf of Finland,
to watch the draw for the 2018 FIFA World Cup Preliminary Competition. (Football)

7:35 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News from Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Baisikeli - From the small town of Iten, 2,300m above the Rift Valley in Kenya, to the raw
energy of Kigali, Rwanda, this is a story about the potential of African cycling and its ability
to restore faith to this most beautiful, difficult and enigmatic of sports. Could Africa be the
next cycling powerhouse? This powerful and emotional documentary follows the Kenyan
National Cycling team as they hope to emulate the success of their running brothers and
make a career in the sport. (From South Africa, in English) (Documentary) G CC
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Sunday July 26th, 2015
1:30 pm

Tour de France 2015 Stage Replay - For the very first time, SBS will show stage replays
every day. Catch up on all the latest action from the Tour de France 2015 which will see
the world's best cyclists race across 21 stages from the Netherlands, all the way to Paris.
(Cycling) CC

3:30 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

5:00 pm

World of Cycling 2015 - All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the world.
Hosted by Mike Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC

5:30 pm

Tour de France 2015 Daily Highlights - The latest news and updates of on all of the
action from the 2015 Tour de France. (Cycling) CC

6:00 pm

Grand Tours of the Scottish Islands - Skye: Against The Odds - On the final grand
tour of the series, Paul Murton goes over the sea to Skye to visit the home of celebrated
writer and naturalist Gavin Maxwell, before scaling the famous Cuillin mountain, Am
Bastier. On the nearby Isle of Raasay he learns about ‘Calum's Road’ - the amazing true
story of the determined crofter, Calum Macleod, who singlehandedly built a road to
connect his isolated community. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC (Final)

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Byzantium: A Tale of Three Cities - From Constantinople to Istanbul - In this series,
Simon unveils Istanbul’s strange and complex past in all its vibrancy and colour against
the backdrop of this modern, living city. In the second episode he explores modern
Istanbul in search of the last desperate centuries of Christian Byzantium, in which the
once glorious city was buffeted by enemies from both East and West, and yet still
produced a golden artistic renaissance. This is story of the Christian crusaders who
destroyed the city, and the Ottoman Muslims who restored it to life as an imperial capital
after the epic siege of 1453.(Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New
Episode**

EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, QLD, VIC & TAS)
8:30 pm

Al Capone: Icon - Al Capone, the quintessential self-made American man, ruthless killer,
or both? His name sparks images of pin stripe suits and bloody violence. To this day we
are fascinated with this celebrity gangster. The question is why? The answer is not as
simple. American’s love a bad boy; a tragic anti-hero. Al Capone is one of the originals one of the most notorious gangsters of the twentieth century, believed to have personally
murdered dozens of people and ordered the killing of hundreds of others. But that’s only
one side of this complicated man. He was also a hugely popular public figure, dynamic
and charismatic. So what made him a crime boss instead of a powerful politician? (From
the US) (Documentary) M (V) CC **Premiere**

9:30 pm

Tour de France 2015 Review Show - A panel of cycling experts and special guests sit
down to review, analyse and dissect all the latest action from the 2015 Tour de France.
The 2015 edition of the race boasts the biggest line up of cycling names in recent years
with 2014 champion Vincenzo Nibali, 2013 victor Chris Froome, and this year’s Giro
d’Italia winner Alberto Contador ready to battle through a gruelling three weeks of racing.
Australia’s own Richie Porte is set to go wheel-to-wheel with the big names, with Australia
behind him. (An SBS Production) CC
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Sunday July 26th, 2015
10:30 pm

La Course by Le Tour de France 2015 - The elite of women's cycling come together on
July 27 for the first ever edition of ‘La Course by Le Tour de France’. Just hours before
the men arrive in the heart of Paris to end the final stage of the Tour, 120 female cyclists
will cover 90kms over 13 laps of the Tour’s iconic finish circuit on the Champs Elysées.
(Cycling) (Rpt) **Encore**

12:00 am

Tour de France 2015 Live - Stage 21: Sevres - Grand Paris Seine Ouest / Paris
Champs-Elysees - Live and exclusive coverage of all 21 stages from the 2015 Tour de
France all the way from Utrecht, Netherlands to Paris, France. This year's race boasts the
biggest line up of cycling names in recent years. SBS’s expert cycling team will follow
every moment of the race as it unfolds. Cycling host Michael Tomalaris anchors SBS’s
coverage for a special milestone as he celebrates his 20th year covering the Tour de
France. Alongside him for the first time is three-time winner of the Tour de France green
sprinter’s jersey Robbie McEwen. Reporter David McKenzie and commentator Matt
Keenan round out the team on the ground in France, with the incomparable duo of Phil
Liggett and Paul Sherwen providing their trademark commentary for SBS throughout the
late nights and early mornings. (Live) (Cycling) CC **Final Stage - Live and Exclusive**

4:00 am

Our Food - Norfolk - Food critic Giles Coren embarks on a journey across Britain to
discover how the landscape, history and climate shape what is grown and where it is
grown. Giles and the team start in Norfolk, a county where local, seasonal foods are just
as important as large-scale commercial farming. Giles learns to tell the difference between
a male and female crab when he gets a taste of life as a Cromer fisherman, while Lucy
Worsley uncovers the Mexican past of our traditional Christmas turkey. The team also
discover how the humble turnip changed the way we farm. (From the UK) (Food Series)
(Part 1 of 4) (Rpt) PG CC

CENTRAL STATES (SA & NT)
8:30 pm

Al Capone: Icon - Al Capone, the quintessential self-made American man, ruthless killer,
or both? His name sparks images of pin stripe suits and bloody violence. To this day we
are fascinated with this celebrity gangster. The question is why? The answer is not as
simple. American’s love a bad boy; a tragic anti-hero. Al Capone is one of the originals one of the most notorious gangsters of the twentieth century, believed to have personally
murdered dozens of people and ordered the killing of hundreds of others. But that’s only
one side of this complicated man. He was also a hugely popular public figure, dynamic
and charismatic. So what made him a crime boss instead of a powerful politician? (From
the US) (Documentary) M (V) CC **Premiere**

9:30 pm

Tour de France 2015 Review Show - A panel of cycling experts and special guests sit
down to review, analyse and dissect all the latest action from the 2015 Tour de France.
The 2015 edition of the race boasts the biggest line up of cycling names in recent years
with 2014 champion Vincenzo Nibali, 2013 victor Chris Froome, and this year’s Giro
d’Italia winner Alberto Contador ready to battle through a gruelling three weeks of racing.
Australia’s own Richie Porte is set to go wheel-to-wheel with the big names, with Australia
behind him. (An SBS Production) CC

10:00 pm

La Course by Le Tour de France 2015 - The elite of women's cycling come together on
July 27 for the first ever edition of ‘La Course by Le Tour de France’. Just hours before
the men arrive in the heart of Paris to end the final stage of the Tour, 120 female cyclists
will cover 90kms over 13 laps of the Tour’s iconic finish circuit on the Champs Elysées.
(Cycling) (Rpt) **Encore**
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Sunday July 26th, 2015
11:30 pm

Tour de France 2015 Live - Stage 21: Sevres - Grand Paris Seine Ouest / Paris
Champs-Elysees - Live and exclusive coverage of all 21 stages from the 2015 Tour de
France all the way from Utrecht, Netherlands to Paris, France. This year's race boasts the
biggest line up of cycling names in recent years. SBS’s expert cycling team will follow
every moment of the race as it unfolds. Cycling host Michael Tomalaris anchors SBS’s
coverage for a special milestone as he celebrates his 20th year covering the Tour de
France. Alongside him for the first time is three-time winner of the Tour de France green
sprinter’s jersey Robbie McEwen. Reporter David McKenzie and commentator Matt
Keenan round out the team on the ground in France, with the incomparable duo of Phil
Liggett and Paul Sherwen providing their trademark commentary for SBS throughout the
late nights and early mornings. (Live) (Cycling) CC **Final Stage - Live and Exclusive**

3:30 am

Clown - Frank's Cool Vacation - Casper, Frank, Iben and Mia are going on vacation. Due
to a fight, the girls drive to the summer cottage alone. On their way there, Frank and
Casper pick up a couple of young hitchhiking girls. Then, after being stung in the groin bye
a jellyfish, Frank is unable to take advantage of Mia's ovulation. (From Denmark, in
Danish) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M

4:00 am

Our Food - Norfolk - Food critic Giles Coren embarks on a journey across Britain to
discover how the landscape, history and climate shape what is grown and where it is
grown. Giles and the team start in Norfolk, a county where local, seasonal foods are just
as important as large-scale commercial farming. Giles learns to tell the difference between
a male and female crab when he gets a taste of life as a Cromer fisherman, while Lucy
Worsley uncovers the Mexican past of our traditional Christmas turkey. The team also
discover how the humble turnip changed the way we farm. (From the UK) (Food Series)
(Part 1 of 4) (Rpt) PG CC

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
8:30 pm

Al Capone: Icon - Al Capone, the quintessential self-made American man, ruthless killer,
or both? His name sparks images of pin stripe suits and bloody violence. To this day we
are fascinated with this celebrity gangster. The question is why? The answer is not as
simple. American’s love a bad boy; a tragic anti-hero. Al Capone is one of the originals one of the most notorious gangsters of the twentieth century, believed to have personally
murdered dozens of people and ordered the killing of hundreds of others. But that’s only
one side of this complicated man. He was also a hugely popular public figure, dynamic
and charismatic. So what made him a crime boss instead of a powerful politician? (From
the US) (Documentary) M (V) CC **Premiere**

9:30 pm

La Course by Le Tour de France 2015 - The elite of women's cycling come together on
July 27 for the first ever edition of ‘La Course by Le Tour de France’. Just hours before
the men arrive in the heart of Paris to end the final stage of the Tour, 120 female cyclists
will cover 90kms over 13 laps of the Tour’s iconic finish circuit on the Champs Elysées.
(Cycling) (Rpt) **Encore**
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Sunday July 26th, 2015
10:00 pm

Tour de France 2015 Live - Stage 21: Sevres - Grand Paris Seine Ouest / Paris
Champs-Elysees - Live and exclusive coverage of all 21 stages from the 2015 Tour de
France all the way from Utrecht, Netherlands to Paris, France. This year's race boasts the
biggest line up of cycling names in recent years. SBS’s expert cycling team will follow
every moment of the race as it unfolds. Cycling host Michael Tomalaris anchors SBS’s
coverage for a special milestone as he celebrates his 20th year covering the Tour de
France. Alongside him for the first time is three-time winner of the Tour de France green
sprinter’s jersey Robbie McEwen. Reporter David McKenzie and commentator Matt
Keenan round out the team on the ground in France, with the incomparable duo of Phil
Liggett and Paul Sherwen providing their trademark commentary for SBS throughout the
late nights and early mornings. (Live) (Cycling) CC **Final Stage - Live and Exclusive**

2:00 am

Movie: Altiplano - A former war photographer and her physician husband are caught up
in a riot when locals in an Andean village vent their unhappiness with contamination from
a nearby mine. A visually striking feature set against the majestic backdrop of the high
Andes in Peru. Nominated for Best Film at the 2009 Ghent International Film Festival.
Directed by Peter Brosens and Jessica Hope Woodworth, and stars Magaly Solier, Jasmin
Tabatabai and Olivier Gourmet. (From Belgium, in Quechua, Spanish, French and
English) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,L,V)

4:00 am

Our Food - Norfolk - Food critic Giles Coren embarks on a journey across Britain to
discover how the landscape, history and climate shape what is grown and where it is
grown. Giles and the team start in Norfolk, a county where local, seasonal foods are just
as important as large-scale commercial farming. Giles learns to tell the difference between
a male and female crab when he gets a taste of life as a Cromer fisherman, while Lucy
Worsley uncovers the Mexican past of our traditional Christmas turkey. The team also
discover how the humble turnip changed the way we farm. (From the UK) (Food Series)
(Part 1 of 4) (Rpt) PG CC
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Monday July 27th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Tour De France 2015 Daily Update - The latest news and updates of on all of the action
from the 2015 Tour de France. (Cycling) CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News from Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Bazaar - Provence - Host Kate Corner explores the beautiful Provence region of France
where she discovers a culture rich in art, crafts, gastronomy, wine, architecture and
history. Kate starts her journey in Nice where she appreciates the architecture of the
hotels and discovers treasures found at the local markets. Next she visits Vallauris, a
beautiful potter’s village that counted Picasso amongst its illustrious residents and potters
before heading to the medieval town of Grasse, where many of the world’s best perfumers
still make their creations today. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

Tour de France 2015 Stage Replay - For the very first time, SBS will show stage replays
every day. Catch up on all the latest action from the Tour de France 2015 which will see
the world's best cyclists race across 21 stages from the Netherlands, all the way to Paris.
(Cycling) CC

3:30 pm

Two Greedy Italians... Still Hungry - Alps - Chefs Antonio Carluccio and Gennaro
explore Italian resourcefulness through the enterprising food skills of the Lombards.
Gennaro tests if he has the ability to live by l'arte di arrangiarsi (the art of making do) and
insists that he and Antonio only eat what food they can get for free. They enjoy chestnut
gnocchi, bresaola and fresh butter. The pair also learn from some of Italy's last remaining
partisans just how tough life got in the mountains during the Second World War. (From the
UK, in English and Italian) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) M (L) CC

4:30 pm

The Dales with Ade Edmondson - Racehorse trainer Simon West begins to break in a
new arrival from Ireland named Dolly. Plus, pregnant shepherdess Amanda Owen
undertakes a 50-mile round trip to see the midwife and have her five-month scan, and
Adrian Edmondson spends an evening with community choir the Buckden Singers. (From
the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Monday July 27th, 2015
5:00 pm

Canal Walks - The Kennet and Avon Canal - Julia Bradbury starts her final walk in the
beautiful world heritage city of Bath, where the Kennet and Avon Canal provided a 19thcentury link between the country's two most important ports, Bristol and London. Over
time, however, the once great waterway became neglected and derelict. Julia's 30kilometre walk along what is arguably the most picturesque stretch of the canal tells the
story of how the waterway was restored to its former glory after it was awarded a lottery
heritage grant. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Tour de France 2015 Daily Highlights - The latest news and updates of on all of the
action from the 2015 Tour de France. (Cycling) CC

6:00 pm

Nigella Bites - Family Food - We all have certain foods which comfort us because they
remind us of childhood. Dishes that our parents prepared for us always retain a special
place in our hearts. For Nigella, her ultimate 'desert island dish' is her mother's steak
bernaisse and, for pudding, her grandmother's poached pears with vanilla ice cream and a
dark, luscious chocolate sauce. (S.1,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New
Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

What's the Right Diet for You? - So far, the volunteers have successfully been losing
weight, but now the honeymoon period is over. It is the final two months of the diet, and
their minds and bodies are fighting back. Dr Chris van Tulleken and Professor Tanya
Byron find out if the new personalised diets will help them stay on course, and the experts
reveal the scientific secrets to permanent dieting success. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) G CC **Final**

8:30 pm

Is Your Brain Male or Female? - Dr Michael Mosley and Professor Alice Roberts
investigate if male and female brains really are wired differently. New research suggests
that the connections in men and women’s brains follow different patterns - patterns which
may explain typical forms of male and female behaviour. But are these patterns innate, or
are they shaped by the world around us? Using a team of human lab rats and a troop of
Barbary monkeys, Michael and Alice test the science and challenge old stereotypes. They
ask whether this new scientific research will benefit both men and women - or whether it
could drive the sexes even further apart. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

9:30 pm

West Meets East: Mystical India - Dominic West has just accompanied his great friend,
Sir James Mallinson, to India's celebrated Hindu pilgrimage, the Maha Kumbh Mela, to
make a groundbreaking documentary film. Attended by an estimated 80 million people
during its two-month duration, the Maha Kumbh Mela is a spectacle that draws terrific
attention, but this film is the first ever behind- the-scenes journey into the inner sanctums
of festival. At Jim's invitation, Dominic spent two weeks living alongside him amongst the
holy men or sadhus. This film reveals some of the stranger secrets of these original yogis,
and the extraordinary lives they lead. It also investigates Jim's own ordination as a
Mahant, the first westerner to be made a commander of his sect. (From the UK)
(Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC
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Monday July 27th, 2015
11:00 pm

What’s Killing Our Bees? - Between 1985 and 2005, the number of honey bee hives fell
by about fifty percent, and that is far from the worst news. So what is killing our bees: the
weather; a parasite (the varroa mite) - which has been here since 1992; the viruses that
accompany the varroa; pesticides; or something else, like the nature of agriculture? (From
the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Premiere**

12:00 am

Masters of Sex - Phallic Victories - In tonight's penultimate episode, as Masters
struggles to carry on without her, Johnson looks to help Dr DePaul promote her work on
women's health. When Haas babysits while Johnson attends a conference, he squares off
with her ex-husband. Meanwhile, Libby's volunteering at the office threatens to reveal the
truth about her husband’s sessions with Johnson. (S.1,Ep.11) (From the US) (Drama
Series) (Rpt) M (S,L) CC

1:05 am

Masters of Sex - Manhigh - In tonight's dramatic final, Masters' presentation of the sex
study to his colleagues ignites a firestorm of protest and leaves Johnson struggling with
the fallout. Scully tells Margaret the truth about his sexual history, while Haas looks for a
job in California. Meanwhile, as Masters and Scully are drowning their sorrows in a bar,
Libby goes into labour and is rushed to a hospital where she has her baby. (S.1,Ep.12)
(Final) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Final) (Rpt) MA (S) CC

2:10 am

Community - Aerodynamics of Gender - Follows a group of misfits at a community
college in Greendale, Colorado. In this episode, Britta, Annie and Shirley discover that
Abed is skilled at insulting the mean girls, so they use him to their advantage. Meanwhile,
Troy and Jeff find a secret garden with a trampoline, which they use for relaxation. Stars
Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

2:35 am

Community - Cooperative Calligraphy - Follows a group of misfits at a community
college in Greendale, Colorado. In this episode, chaos and mistrust tear the study group
apart as they try to figure out who stole Annie's pen, causing them to miss the Greendale
Puppy Parade. Stars Joel McHale, Gillian Jacobs and Chevy Chase. (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

3:00 am

Movie: Persepolis - The poignant coming-of-age story of a precocious and outspoken
young Iranian girl that begins during the Islamic Revolution. The story follows Marjane as
she outsmarts the ‘social guardians’ and discovers punk, ABBA and Iron Maiden, while
living with the terror of government persecution and the Iran/Iraq war. Nominated for an
Academy Award for Best Animated Feature Film in 2007. Directed by Vincent Paronnaud
and Marjane Satrapi, and voiced by Chiara Mastroianni, Catherine Deneuve and Danielle
Darieux. (From France, in French) (Animation) (2007) (Rpt) M (A,L)

4:45 am

At The Formal - Modern and ancient rituals collide in this macabre depiction of a high
school formal. (Australia) (Short Film) MAV (V)
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Tuesday July 28th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

The World From Above - Italy: Stromboli to Selinunte - The World from Above is a
unique continuing series of aerial programmes offering an entirely different view of the
world. From 10,000ft, down to just a few feet the stabilised high definition aerial camera
seeks out the beautiful, as well as the dramatic, on journeys across very different parts of
the world including Europe, Africa and the United States. Each journey takes the audience
on a magical trip and offers up the world from a new angle. The locations range from
glorious beaches to high mountains, great cities to hill top villages, fantastic castles to
ancient forts, impressive bridges to enormous ships, and high waterfalls to mighty rivers.
(S.3,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.
CC
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Tuesday July 28th, 2015
3:30 pm

Stephen Hawking's Future Universe - Hyper Connections - Stephen Hawking and his
team investigate the dawning of a new scientific age. Jim Al Khalili is in Zurich to get to the
bottom of how advanced quadrocopters work in unison to perform astonishing feats better
than people. Daniel Kraft investigates how bioengineering shrimp shells has led to a
lifesaving new innovation in blood clotting products. Chris Eliasmith discovers how
biologists and engineers have joined forces to develop an unmanned aerial vehicle with
the agility of a pigeon. Carin Bondar tests out a new electric sports car and Aarathi Prasad
creates her own star when she checks out progress on the largest scientific experiment
ever: nuclear fusion. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

4:25 pm

Secrets of Our Living Planet - The Magical Forest - Naturalist Chris Packham
investigates the ecosystem of North America's temperate forests, examining how it
rebuilds itself in spring after harsh winters. He also reveals how the prey of the Canada
lynx is dependent on a caterpillar that lives high up in the canopy, and discovers why the
large trees of the north-west of the continent are reliant on bears and salmon. (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 4) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Nigella Bites - Home Alone - Nigella focuses on the foods she loves to eat when she's
cooking for one. One of her favourite and most regular lunches is salad with pancetta and
parmesan. Next, she makes lamb chops with a garlicky tahini and lemon sauce that
provides that little extra zing. Nigella also shares her South East Asian flavoured mussels.
(S.1,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Andrew Denton - In this episode, broadcaster Andrew
Denton investigates his family history. A generation ago Andrew’s family anglicised their
name from Ditkofsky to Denton, a decision taken to keep members safe at a time of
entrenched racial intolerance. Andrew’s father, author Kit Denton, walked away from his
Jewish ancestry when he married a Catholic woman and became a proud atheist. For
these reasons Andrew’s knowledge of his Jewish roots until now has been scant. On the
trail of his ancestors, Andrew’s journey takes him to London and Belarus. He is excited by
the prospect of meeting descendants of his great grandfather who fathered twelve
children. He finds none - instead the horrors of the Holocaust crash down on him.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

Go Back To Where You Came From - The boats may have stopped, but the debate has
not. The ground-breaking and multi award-winning SBS series returns after three years to
once again provoke national debate about how Australia responds to refugees and
asylum seekers. Six ordinary Australians will challenge their strongly held beliefs about
refugees and asylum seekers on an immersive, reverse journey in which they will retrace
the steps of those seeking asylum to some of the most dangerous places in the world. In
the first episode, tempers flare early when the six Australians move in with refugees who
were once ‘boat people’ and nerves are tested as they retrace their hosts’ original
journeys. (Part 1 of 3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) M (L) CC **Series
Return - Special 3-Night Television Event**
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Tuesday July 28th, 2015
9:35 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode**

10:05 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:35 pm

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne - British food sensation Rachel Khoo
travels around one of Australia’s most stimulating regions and immerses herself in the
world-renowned foodie capital of Australia - Melbourne. In pursuit of new cooking ideas
and inspirations, that she then often sketches in her notebook to use when she’s back in
her apartment cooking, Rachel reveals a rich multicultural food scene, and plenty of
hidden sightseeing treasures, driven by Melbourne’s melting pot of 140 nationalities
regions. In the series premiere, Rachel kicks off her Melbourne food odyssey with a walk
around the city’s famed laneway cafes, explores Chinatown and delves into the coffee
culture. (Ep.1) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC **Encore**

11:05 pm

Masters of Sex - Parallax - The critically-acclaimed and award-winning U.S. hit drama,
Masters of Sex returns for its second season. In tonight's episode, the ramifications of
Masters’ disastrous presentation ripple beyond his firing from Maternity Hospital as Libby,
worried about supporting their baby, pushes him to get another job. Johnson, still working
for Dr DePaul, must fight off the advances stemming from the belief that she was the
woman in the film. (S.2, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S) CC
**Marathon**

12:10 am

Masters of Sex - Kyrie Eleison - With Margaret and Vivian remaining reserved about
Scully’s sudden disappearance, Masters suspects there’s more to the story than he’s
being told – unaware of Scully’s suicide attempt. When Masters can’t persuade his new
boss at Memorial Hospital, Dr Doug Greathouse, to bring her on as a researcher, Johnson
accepts Dr Ditmer’s offer to help modify the instruments used to study female sexual
response for his gastroenterology study. Before Betty’s dropped off for her “fertility
treatment,” Masters presses her to explain why she hasn’t told her husband she’s been
sterilised. Now that his mother is gone, Masters insists that Libby find a nanny to help with
their son. (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,A) CC **Marathon**

1:15 am

Masters of Sex - Fight - While Nate and Francine Bombeck’s new baby is genetically
male, he’s born with both male and female sex organs. Though Masters encourages them
to take some time to think it over and then he can authorise a surgery to see that the baby
can be raised as a male, Nate doesn’t want the child to grow up under the cloud of sexual
ambiguity and insists that the male organs be removed. In the wake of his showdown with
Bombeck, Masters heads to the Chase Park Plaza Hotel where he and Johnson have
become regulars posing as Dr and Mrs Holden. With the Archie Moore-Yvon Durelle light
heavyweight championship boxing match playing in the background, Masters vents his
anger with Bombeck as he and Johnson prepare for another evening of sex. (S.2, Ep.3)
(From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S) CC **Marathon**
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2:20 am

Masters of Sex - Dirty Job - As Johnson keeps up the pressure to be hired as his
research assistant at Memorial, Masters is distressed to learn that she’s been forced to
sell diet pills in order to make ends meet and he insists he’s doing everything he can to
bring Johnson on board. Meanwhile, Dr Greathouse looks for more chances to observe
Masters at work with patients in the sex study. At home, Libby starts resenting her
husband’s deference to Coral when it comes to their son, so she asserts herself by
pushing the reluctant young nanny to be more sophisticated. Then, as Masters and
Johnson are leaving the hotel where they’ve been continuing their work, they are spotted
by Dr Langham, who is staying there with his kids after being thrown out by his wife. (S.2,
Ep.4) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S,A) CC **Marathon**

3:20 am

Masters of Sex - Giants - Masters continues his work as the only white doctor in a black
hospital, but it costs him his gynaecology practice. Robert confronts Libby over the
treatment of his sister, and Betty and her former lover reunite. Meanwhile, Johnson
struggles to fix things with DePaul, who now knows what is going on with Masters. (S.2,
Ep.5) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S) CC **Marathon**

4:25 am

The Food Lovers' Guide to Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: a visit to the Ord River to learn
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu;
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Wednesday July 29th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline has a fresh half-hour format for 2015. The award-winning program
allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the inspiration and surprise in
every global story. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

An Original Duckumentary - They belong to a cast of characters more than 120 species
strong, and they make their entrance decked out in feathers shimmering with a rainbow of
iridescence. Buffleheads, Canvasbacks, Redheads, Pintails, Goldeneyes and Ruddies they all play their parts, but the star of this show is the spectacular Wood Duck, whose
dramatic and brightly-coloured good looks would be the envy of any matinee idol. Sit back
and enjoy the ride as Mr and Mrs Wood Duck meet, mate, and raise a family of the some
of the cutest and most courageous little ducklings you’re ever likely to see. Narrated by
Emmy Award-winning actor Paul Giamatti. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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4:30 pm

360' Geo Reports with Silvio Rivier - Every August on the Russian polar peninsula of
Yamal, children of the reindeer shepherds await a helicopter that will bring them to school
after the summer holidays. 600 nomad children from the indigenous people of the Nenet
live and learn the main part of the year separated from their parents. So does the 5 year
old Katja who - for the first time in her life - will be away from her parents for several
months. Boarding school will be a new phase of life for her. 12 year old Pawel already
knows life away from his family. He will join 6th grade this year and would like to be a pilot
when he is grown up. Geolino visits the children after summer holidays, when they change
their nomadic life against boarding school in the city. (From France, in English and
French) (Documentary) G CC **New Episode**

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Nigella Bites - Weekend - Nigella Lawson shares her favourite weekend recipes. She
focuses on the simple yet delicious food she cooks for herself, her family and friends.
Stews are great for weekends. A particular favourite of Nigella's is Greek lamb stew with
past. Weekends are also great for baking. Nigella shares her recipe for Clementine cake.
Nigella wraps up her weekends with a beautiful Sunday roast. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the UK)
(Food Series) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Dan Snow's History of Railways - Global Rail Empire - In just fifty years, Britain's
railways had grown from a handful of small lines carrying coal, to the biggest industry in
the strongest nation on the planet. A nation had built the railways; now those railways
would build a nation - influencing working conditions for its employees, proving a valuable
export across the globe - they even changed the way we waged war. But the story of
railways until the beginning of the Second World War concerned who they really belonged
to - the private rail companies who were obsessed with profit; the public, who rode them;
or the government, who needed them at times of crisis, but were reluctant to regulate.
(Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **Final Episode**

8:30 pm

Go Back To Where You Came From - The six Australians get a first-hand experience of
Australia’s ‘turn back the boats’ policy when they’re transferred from a people smuggler’s
boat to an orange lifeboat and turned back to Indonesia. Then they live with asylum
seekers who have been turned back by the Australian navy. One group treks through the
Thai jungle to discover how asylum seekers are trafficked and sold in to slavery. The other
group visits the world’s newest city - a refugee camp built out of the Jordanian desert and
home to more than 80,000. (Part 2 of 3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) M
(A,L) CC **New Episode - Special 3-Night Television Event**
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9:35 pm

Bosch - 'Tis the Season - Based on Michael Connelly's best-selling novels, Harry Bosch,
an LAPD homicide detective, stands trial for the fatal shooting of a serial murder suspect.
A cold case involving the remains of a missing boy forces Bosch to confront his past. As
daring recruit Julia Brasher catches his eye, and departmental politics heat up, Bosch will
pursue justice at all costs. Stars Titus Welliver and Annie Wersching. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the
US) (Drama Series) M (V,L) CC **New Series Premiere**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

11:00 pm

Shaun Micallef's Stairway to Heaven - This powerful documentary reveals a side to
Shaun Micallef never seen before as he heads to India, a country where spirituality and
the search for meaning is very much a national past time. There he immerses himself in
the Hindu world of Gods, Gurus and the Ganges. In a bid to get to the heart of the faith,
Shaun pushes well beyond his comfort zone on a physical, mental and spiritual adventure.
He journeys to the source of the Ganges high in the Himalayas - all the while offering his
own unique observations on his quest to find the meaning of life. (An SBS production)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

12:00 am

Masters of Sex - Blackbird - After Hendricks bans Masters from using black participants
in his study, Masters contacts a journalist to promote his efforts, using the debunking of
black sexual stereotypes as the lure. Johnson is forced to accept DePaul’s choice to end
her chemotherapy treatments. Gene uncovers the truth about Betty and Helen’s
relationship. Libby fires Coral after discovering she lied about Robert being her lover. (S.2,
Ep.6) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,N,L) CC **Marathon**

1:05 am

Masters of Sex - Asterion - In the wake of Masters discovering that Johnson has
continued to have romantic relationships with other men, he becomes impotent without
her knowledge and cuts off their sexual work together. He tries to keep his new clinic
solvent over the course of three years by borrowing against his house, offering medical
services to the hotel and finally accepting money from his mother. (S.2,Ep.7) (From the
US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S) CC **Marathon**

2:10 am

Masters of Sex - A Better Shape - Masters privately treats a couple for infertility, without
revealing his relationship to them. Johnson realises her work with Masters can be used to
help people suffering from sexual dysfunction but quickly gets in over her head when she
attempts to treat Barbara Sanderson on her own. Libby is unnerved after witnessing a
hate crime that is then whitewashed by the police. (S.2, Ep.8) (From the US) (Drama
Series) (Rpt) MA (S) CC **Marathon**

3:10 am

Duck Quacks Don't Echo - Holly Willoughby, Hugh Dennis, Dara O Briain - This is a
comedy entertainment show about amazing facts and trivia. In this week’s show host Lee
Mack is joined by, comic Hugh Dennis, Holly Willoughby (The Voice UK), and Irish
comedian Dara O Briain, who bring with them an incredible fact each. The point of the
show is simple: Who has the best fact? They all believe that their fact is absolutely true
and they’ll all argue passionately for why it should win. The winner of the show is
ultimately the person who has the best true fact. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG
CC
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4:00 am

Clinton - The Survivor - In the final episode, Bill Clinton sails buoyantly into his second
term. Times are good, the economy is booming, and American prestige and power
internationally are at an all-time high. Clinton's dream of repairing the breach with
Republicans seems within reach. But Clinton's affair with Monica Lewinsky - a White
House intern - becomes public after she confides in a co-worker named Linda Tripp.
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Final) PG CC
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Thursday July 30th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Greece! The Islands - Corfu - From lush green forests to snow-capped mountains, from
towering cliffs to bare sandbars, the Greek islands are a land of unmatched natural
beauty. We meet the locals who give insight into historical buildings, sacred places and, of
course, the culinary traditions that have influenced Europe for centuries. In this episode,
we experience Easter in the city Corfu - the most important holiday of Greece. We fly over
lush green islands and discover remnants of the Venetian empire everywhere. And a soap
maker tells the secret of his soaps made from olives after a recipe handed down over five
generations. (From Germany, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Weekend Warriors - Wellington at Vitoria - In this series we take a totally immersive
look at life and death on the battlefield during some of the most famous battles in history,
through the ultimate living historians - the Battle Re-enactors. (From the UK) (Factual
Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC
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4:30 pm

Jackie Without Jack - "Never, ever, publish them!" What was it Jackie Kennedy wanted
to keep secret? In 2011, eight hours of previously secret recordings were made available.
This new documentary from acclaimed director Patrick Jeudy includes a series of
conversations recorded a few months after her husband's assassination in Dallas on
November 22, 1963. The young widow, then 34, recounts the past like a novel about her
dream life with her husband John Kennedy with conversations about history and her own
story, including some very intimate secrets and controversial opinions. (From France, in
English) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Nigella Bites - TV Dinners - Nigella Lawson rustles up a selection of TV dinners for those
occasions when time is of the essence, including Thai yellow pumpkin and seafood curry,
linguine with garlic oil and pancetta, and salt and pepper squid. (S.2,Ep.1) (From the UK)
(Food Series) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Shane Delia's Spice Journey - Turkey - Trabzon: A Hungering For Hamsi - Shane
journeys north to reach the Black Sea port town of Trabzon, where he tracks down a very
special fish, known as the hamsi, and recipes that do this small, anchovy-like creature,
culinary justice. Along the way, Shane undertakes a culinary odyssey, stopping in villages
while crossing the Pontic Mountains, to meet mountain folk who share the secrets of
perfecting their simplistic food, including sutlac (rice pudding), and kuymak (a cheese
dish), which is accompanied by cornbread. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G
CC

8:00 pm

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne - Everything old is cool again in the
Melbourne food scene. Rachel digs deep into retro Melbourne and discovers another side
to its very hip and bohemian food scene. She visits a traditional century-old milk bar. She
samples a new take on a quintessential classic and cooks with Kate Gibbs, the
granddaughter of the legendary Aussie cook Margaret Fulton. (Ep.2) (Commissioned by
SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Go Back To Where You Came From - Following a reverse refugee journey, one group of
Australians visits an unofficial camp housing many of the 140,000 ethnic minority who fled
their homes two years earlier. The series builds to a dramatic conclusion as the other
group visits two of the most dangerous places on Earth and is fired at by ISIS insurgents.
At the end of the journey the two groups are reunited in Cambodia to assess the impact of
their experience. (Part 3 of 3) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) M (L) CC
**New Episode - Special 3-Night Television Event** **Final**

9:35 pm

Bosch - Lost Light - A routine traffic stop lands a suspect who poses a lethal new threat,
while Bosch and J. Edgar pursue a promising lead in the bones case. Bosch locks horns
with Deputy Chief Irving over his ongoing court battle, just as his relationship with Brasher
picks up. And murder suspect Raynard Waits makes a startling confession about Bosch's
cold case. Stars Titus Welliver and Annie Wersching. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the US) (Drama
Series) M (S,LA) CC **New Episode**
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10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

11:00 pm

Comings and Goings of Live Peepshows - Live Peep Shows were a magnet for many
men in the 1970/80s, but now are a dying breed. The film takes a look at the comings and
goings of a phenomenon that some regard the last step in the fight for sexual liberty. It
visits peep shows around the globe, looks back into their history and meets the last of
their kind and the people involved who witness the end of a disputable institution. (From
Germany, in English and German) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA (S,N) CC

12:00 am

Masters of Sex - Story of My Life - While mining their shared history over a family
dinner, Masters bristles at Frank’s insinuations about his and Estabrooks’ demons.
Virginia continues to impersonate a patient’s case history in order to glean advice from a
psychiatrist. Betty and Masters attempt to help Lester remedy his impotence by hiring a
prostitute, rattling him even further. The legal counsel at CORE gives Libby the third
degree when she offers her eyewitness testimony regarding the beaten man. Barbara
Sanderson wrestles with an unsettling diagnosis that exposes a chain of secrets and
causes Masters and Johnson to clash over their treatment strategy. (S.2, Ep.9) (From the
US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,N) CC **Marathon**

1:05 am

Masters of Sex - Who's On First - Johnson, having finally learned of Masters’ sexual
difficulties, is invigorated by the prospect of finding a cure. When Masters learns of a rival
study, he calls in a public relations expert to help brand his work with Johnson. When his
brother Frank insists that their father’s alcoholism - and not the man himself - was
responsible for the abuse they both suffered as children, Masters provokes him into a
violent confrontation. Libby, determined to prove her worth to Robert, asks Johnson to
give her an alibi while she canvasses a tenement in support of a rent strike with CORE.
Meanwhile, Langham is stunned when Flo informs him that he has to have sex with her to
keep his job at Cal-O-Metric. (S.2, Ep.10) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S) CC
**Marathon**

2:10 am

Masters of Sex - One For the Money, Two For the Show - A television camera crew
arrives at the clinic to document Masters and Johnson’s work treating sexual dysfunction.
Masters considers this publicity premature and himself unsuitable as a television presence
- especially in the wake of lessons learned about the power of television from the NixonKennedy debates. Johnson deals with the consequences of having prioritised her work
over her parenting when her ex-husband, Meanwhile, George, argues to take their
children on an extended trip with him and his new wife. (S.2, Ep.11) (From the US)
(Drama Series) Rpt) MA (S) CC **Marathon**

3:15 am

Masters of Sex - The Revolution Will Not Be Televised - In tonight's season finale,
Masters and Johnson feel ready to cure sexual dysfunction. (S.2, Ep.12) (From the US)
(Drama Series) (Final) (Rpt) MA (S) CC **Marathon**

4:15 am

Food Lovers' Guide to Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: old fashioned fish and chips;
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:50 am

Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong Bitesize - Chef Luke Nguyen takes a culinary journey
across the Greater Mekong region of Southeast Asia. (Commissioned by SBS) (Short)
(Rpt) G CC
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Strip the City - Tokyo Megaquake City - Tokyo is under attack from the Earth's most
devastating forces with the threat of tsunamis from the East, mega-quakes emanating
from miles below and an active volcano - Mount Fuji - to the West. How does the city's
buildings and infrastructure survive the onslaught of a destructive mega-quake? This
documentary looks beneath the city's skin to discover the engineering wonders and
geological forces that make it possible. Stunning CGI animation peels back the glass off
its skyscrapers and rolls up its roads to reveal the city’s secret of survival. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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4:25 pm

Two Laps - One race. Two laps. No prisoners, a charming story of friendship and
competition. Pete and Val and their annual swimming race, which in 17 years has
developed into a cutthroat struggle for 1st place. (From Australia) (Short Film) PG(N)

4:30 pm

Backroads USA - Mohawk Trail across New England - The USA is famous for its huge
and endless highways, symbols of the American Dream. In this series, these routes are
the stars. But we will leave the main interstates behind and stick to those winding country
routes each with their own character, and which seem to have a soul. These are routes
laid out by people in pursuit of something: a better life, a vision, a dream. Each episode
deals with a route that cuts through a vast stretch of the New World, sometimes linking
several states, and running through small towns that have largely been left by the
wayside. (From France, in English) (Documentary Series) (Class TBA) CC

5:00 pm

Room 101 - Ray Martin - Paul McDermott is joined by Australian TV legend, the journalist
and author Ray Martin. Ray wants Paul to banish parking inspectors and small dogs. And
for Ray, ‘life’s too short to waste it on going to the Opera’ not to mention his annoyance at
people who stop at the top of escalators. But will Paul agree and banish them to the Room
101 vault? (Ep.5) (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC
**Encore**

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Raymond Blanc: How to Cook Well - BBQ & Grill - In his new series, Michelin-starred
chef and restaurateur Raymond Blanc gives viewers a masterclass in basic cooking
techniques. Over six weeks, Raymond will show viewers how to master essential cooking
skills, including roasting, poaching, frying, slow cooking, baking and barbeque and grilling.
Each program will showcase five delicious dishes that are created using one of these
techniques. Raymond will bring all his passion, curiosity and expertise to the series as he
shows the audience what happens when you use each technique. In this episode,
Raymond explores the techniques of the barbeque and grill. (Ep.2) (From the UK) (Food
Series) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Secrets of Britain - Secrets of Underground London - This series visits famous British
buildings and institutions to reveal its past and present, meeting a wide range of experts
and historians along the way. The first episode explores the secrets of underground
London. On the surface, London is a buzzing, modern metropolis - but underneath lies
secret, hidden worlds, all but forgotten by the millions of people above. The program
uncovers 2000 years of subterranean history: a world of ancient caves and perfectly
preserved Roman remains; mysterious rivers and gruesome plague pits; impenetrable
vaults and top-secret bunkers. (Part 1 of 6) (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

Secrets of the Castle - Historian Ruth Goodman and archaeologists Peter Ginn and Tom
Pinfold turn the clock back to learn the secrets of medieval castle building at Guedelon, in
the Burgundy region of France, where a castle is being built from scratch using only the
tools and modern materials of the 13th century. (Ep.5) (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) G CC **Final Episode**
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9:30 pm

Scarlet Road - A Sex Worker's Journey - Impassioned about freedom of sexual
expression, Australian sex worker Rachel Wotton works with many clients who have
disabilities. Filmed over a three year period, the program follows Rachel in her relationship
with John, diagnosed with multiple sclerosis 26 years ago, and Mark, a client with cerebral
palsy, and reveals the therapeutic aspects of human touch and sexual intimacy.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (A,N,S) CC

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

11:05 pm

Movie: Shame - In New York City, Brandon's carefully cultivated private life, which allows
him to indulge his sexual addiction, is disrupted when his sister arrives unannounced for
an indefinite stay. Directed by Steve McQueen and stars Michael Fassbender, Carey
Mulligan and James Badge. (From the UK) (Film) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) MA (N,A,S)

12:50 am

Movie: Even the Rain - Mexican director Sebastián arrives in a Bolivian town to begin
production on his film about Christopher Columbus, which is set to reveal how Columbus’
cruel reign over the Americas’ native people was met with fierce rebellion. However they
find themselves in the middle of fierce protests, led by their main actor, over the
government’s plan to privatise the Bolivian water industry. Life begins to imitate art, as the
locals start an all-out war against the military, once again pitting sticks and stones against
high-tech army weaponry. Directed by Iciar Bollain. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Drama)
(Rpt) M (V,L)

2:45 am

Henry VII: Winter King - Historian Thomas Penn reveals the secrets of founder of
Britain’s great Tudor Dynasty - and his amazing trajectory to power. Two weeks after
landing on the shores Wales in 1485 with a small band of mercenaries, Henry of
Richmond defeats the notorious Richard III at the Battle of Bosworth. He is crowned Henry
VII and then begins a career of realpolitik, a charming exterior making a savage ambition.
The War of the Roses, his wife Elizabeth of York, and the beginning of the Renaissance
are all part of this incredible history, as are Henry’s obsessions with money and
astonishing spy network. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

3:50 am

Sandhurst Military Academy - Officer Class - The final episode sees tensions mount
amongst the officer cadets. With the end in sight but the prospect of being 'back termed'
ever present, the stakes go up each week. The academy's image as a bastion of old
school tie and privilege comes under the spotlight as the unrelenting pace tests each
individual's abilities - physical, mental and emotional - against the standards of becoming
a British officer in the regiments and corps they have applied to join. For some, keeping up
proves impossible - but for others the Sandhurst dream is about to become a reality.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) M(V,L) CC
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

The Incredible Spice Men - East Sussex - In this episode, award-winning chefs and old
friends Tony Singh and Cyrus Todiwala visit East Sussex. In Hastings they celebrate the
freshness of the local fish, caught by the beach-launched fishing fleet, and show how even
the taste of the freshest fish can be enhanced with spices by cooking Dover Sole with lime
and ginger. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

2:30 pm

Ottolenghi's Mediterranean Island Feast - Corsica - Yotam Ottolenghi returns in this
series exploring the unique foods, flavours and culinary traditions of the Mediterranean
Islands. Yotam travels to the stunning French island of Corsica, where he discovers how
the lush green landscape, called the maquis, flavours and infuses the food, from
charcuterie and olive oil to cheese and honey. There he meets some of the island's most
celebrated chefs and food producers and discovers what makes the food uniquely
Corsican. He prepares a roasted fish with aromatic Corsican olive oil; Swiss chard and
herb tart with local cheeses; honey and apricot trifle with walnuts and lavender; and
chestnut cake, a classic island staple. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:25 pm

Shane Delia's Spice Journey - Turkey Bitesize - Some of the best moments so far from
Shane Delia's culinary and cultural journey through the wondrous nation of Turkey.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Food) (Rpt)
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3:30 pm

D-Day: The Soldiers' Story - Breakout - On the 6th of June 1944, tens of thousands of
Allied troops landed on the coast of Normandy in the largest amphibious assault ever. For
many of the young US soldiers, this war against the Nazis seemed almost like an
adventure. What lay in store for them was bloody carnage on the beaches of France. This
program meticulously records the sequence of events by means of original footage,
photos, documents and interviews with survivors. (From Germany, in English, French and
German) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

Roman Homicides - An ancient murder mystery plays out like an episode of CSI. When
human bones are found hidden under the floor of an old army barracks, a homicide
detective is called in to examine the evidence. Preliminary observations indicate the victim
may have been bound and killed with blunt force trauma to the skull. The culprit must be
found and brought to justice. But there is one key problem: The victim died nearly 1,800
years ago. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG (A,V) CC

5:30 pm

The Stuarts - And I Will Make Them One Nation - Leading historian Dr Clare Jackson
looks at the impact of the Stuarts, Britain’s greatest and longest-ruling royal dynasty, who
united Scotland, England and Ireland and presided over the creation of Great Britain. Dr
Jackson shows how the Stuart monarchs helped establish and decide what the state of
Great Britain would look like and how their impact on the country can still be felt today.
The first episode looks back at the rise of the Stuarts in Scotland. Inheriting the English
crown from Queen Elizabeth I in 1603, James I of England had the opportunity to unite the
warring kingdoms under one crown. (Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC
**New Series**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Wild West with Ray Mears - Mountains - Internationally renowned bushcraft expert and
survivalist, Ray Mears, explores how the awe-inspiring landscape of North America
shaped the story of the Wild West. How did the mountain ranges, the great plains and the
deserts challenge the westward push of the early pioneers? As Ray travels through each
landscape, he discovers how extraordinary topography, extreme weather, wild animals
and ecology presented both great opportunity and even greater challenges for Native
Americans, mountain men, fur traders, wagon-masters, homesteaders, gold miners,
lumberjacks, cowboys and lawmen of the Wild West. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) PG CC **New Series**

8:30 pm

Room 101 - Poh Ling Yeow - Paul McDermott is joined by Poh Ling Yeow, a woman who
made her name in the brutal world of competitive cooking where she was instantly loved
by the Australian public. Australia’s most successful runner-up, Poh brings her pet hates
to the Room 101 table. From serial face pullers, to stinky room deodorisers, and selfish
sick kissing, Poh hopes Paul will make her world a cleaner, more natural, healthier place.
(Ep.6) (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) PG CC **New Episode**

9:00 pm

Movie: The Intouchables - After he becomes a quadriplegic from a paragliding accident,
a millionaire aristocrat hires a young African man from the projects to be his caregiver.
Nominated for a 2013 Golden Globe for Best Foreign Language Film. Directed by Olivier
Nakache and Eric Toledano, and stars François Cluzet, Omar Sy and Anne Le Ny. (From
France, in French) (Drama) (2011) (Class TBA) **Premiere**
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Movie: Welcome to the Sticks - A man born and raised on France's southern coast is
exiled to the northern territories in this comedy from actor, director and screenwriter Dany
Boon. Philippe Abrams helps run the post office in a picturesque small town in the south of
France. His wife Julie has been down in the dumps, and he thinks one way to lift her
spirits would be to relocate to the more glamorous surroundings of the Cote d'Azur.
However, Philippe's attempts to scam a transfer fail, and he ends up demoted to a distant
village in the far north. Stars Kad Merad, Dany Boon and Zoé Félix. (From France, in
French) (Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) PG

1:00 am

Movie: Galantuomini - A famous prosecutor returns to his hometown to find his old friend
dead and his childhood sweetheart working for the mafia. A heart-wrenching love story set
in the South of Italy's underworld in the 1990s. Directed by Edoardo Winspeare and stars
Donatella Finocchiaro, Fabrizio Gifuni and Beppe Fiorello. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama)
(2008) (Rpt) M (D,S,L)

2:55 am

Capitalism: A Love Story - Filmmaker Michael Moore examines the impact of corporate
dominance on the everyday lives of Americans. Moore asks the question: What is the
price that America pays for its love of capitalism? He finds that families pay the price with
their jobs, their homes and their savings. Michael goes into the homes of ordinary people
whose lives have been turned upside down; and he goes looking for explanations in
Washington and elsewhere. What he finds are the all-too-familiar symptoms of a love
affair gone astray: lies, abuse, betrayal - and 14,000 jobs being lost every day. (From the
US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (L) CC

